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Bordertown avoids shutdown!
JR Marshall, Brian McIntyre and Peter Raphael prepare the Kookaburra for flight!

as always by some beautiful model aircraft.
Some people came without their gliders (or
models) and it was a great pleasure to see everybody. The Bordertown National Vintage Rally
remained a great social get together, despite
the low numbers.

Covid arrives at Bordertown!

BORDERTOWN 2021
Jenne Goldsmith
To be or not to be?
There was great uncertainty as Christmas approached. All the necessary preparations had
been made for a January 9 - 16, 2021, COVID
safe National Vintage Rally at Bordertown. Our
esteemed VGA President, JR Marshall, knew
what was required, as he was an officially
trained and appointed COVID Marshall in the
state of South Australia. The fear was that there
was a possibility of border closures with fresh
outbreaks of COVID cases in the state of NSW,
and yes, borders closed before the event, preventing people from Queensland and NSW attending the rally.
The Geelong Gliding Club, of which David and I
are members, narrowly missed disaster for their
Christmas camp, which started on boxing day,
by hurriedly moving the venue for it from Tocumwal in NSW to Horsham in Western Victoria
in the days before Christmas.
Prospective participants for the Vintage Rally
from the state of Victoria were still able to cross
the border to South Australia (there had been
no new COVID cases in Vic.for over a month),
but only by applying for an entry permit to SA, a
fortnight in advance. This proved not to be a difficult process online, but rather a nuisance, and
some were fearful of perhaps being required to
do a period of quarantine. Attendance at the
rally was strongly suppressed. In total we had
five vintage gliders attend the event, two travelling from Victoria and three from SA, supported

Entering the state of SA had an extra degree of
excitement for me. I was driving our Fiat camper
and towing the Ka6E trailer with the paper permits for both David and myself to cross the border at the ready. However, David was not with
me, and the Ka6E GEA was not in the trailer!
We had been attending the Geelong Club
Christmas Camp at Horsham and on the Friday
before the Rally started, the weather looked favourable enough for David to attempt to fly the
glider 160km interstate to Bordertown. I wondered what explaining I might have to do for a
policeman at the border, but need not have worried, no border control had yet been set up by
the SA police, and both David and I entered the
state with no inspection of papers. He arrived
before I did and found the best conditions of his
flight (all of it in the blue, no cu) over the border
in SA, climbing to 8,000ft while waiting for me to
arrive. A couple of mornings later, the border
controls were in place with three km tailbacks at
the border.
It was a bit of a shock, after arriving at the rally,
to find that we Victorians had to apply to the Victorian Government to re-enter our home state! It
also proved difficult for South Australians to apply for a permit to re-enter their own state if they
had not yet left it, giving them no certainty of being able to re-enter the state if they happened to
outland on the other side of the border. Police
advice was for them not to go there. This clipped
their wings somewhat and no South Australian
crossed the border during their flights, no matter
how good that cumulus looked along the northern edge of the Little Desert!
That must have hurt, as that cumulus looked
and was good. The next two days were outstanding. I was glad of the oxygen in GEA on
Saturday as I went back across the border to the
edge of the Big Desert NW of Nhill, south to the
northern edge of the Little Desert and along a
wonderful cloud street back into SA and down
to the wine region of Padthaway before returning to Bordertown, 338km in all, no low points,
and reaching a best altitude of 11,809ft.

JR confined himself to SA in the Yellow Witch,
but had no trouble covering 161 km in 2 hrs 50
mins, admirably speedy for the pre-WWII design
Olympia. Renna also had a 2 hr 20 min. romp in
his Boomerang, though he is still working on
comfort issues in it.

The next day was even better. Taking the first
launch in GEA, David followed the cumulus into
Victoria as far as it went to Dimboola before
turning and again working along the northern
edge of the Little Desert back into SA, up past
Keith and back to Bordertown at altitudes of up
to 12,500ft. on a 374km flight. Peter Raphael
had his Cherokee II ready to go, but had the
misfortune to suffer two weak link breaks before
getting away on the third attempt, turning
straight into the winch thermal off the top of the
launch and rapidly rising to 10,000ft. A 196km
flight ensued, all on the South Australian side of
the border, not below 8,000ft and up to 12,500ft
in 4 hrs 3mins, that is motoring in a 65.0 handicap index glider!
JR was in the back seat of Kookaburra GNZ as
his daughter Amy refamiliarised herself with the
glider she trained in some years ago, showing
Dad that she hasn't forgotten how to thermal.
Renna was up for 2hrs 45mins in the cool in
GTL.

Our weather whisperer, Peter Bannister, had
nothing good to report for Monday the 11th

Our spectacular weather was taking a turn for
the worse. A change was coming in, with upper
wind speed already 25knts and surface gusts to
35knts expected with the passing of the trough.
A total fire ban was in force, with the fire danger
rated as extreme. No wire launching was permitted because of the possibility of sparks. We
had a day on the ground in 41 degree C. heat.
Safe hangarage was found for some gliders and
tie downs inspected for security.
Tuesday , the 12th of January offered us the opportunity to fly again. Peter reported that we had
a very strong inversion at 5,000ft. with a wind
change at that altitude to ESE/light. On the surface we had a southerly wind at 10 to 15knts,
nice for a launch on 17. Full of the optimism and
bravado befitting of those flying vintage gliders,
the troop winched off into the blue. Only the Yellow Witch remained a hangar queen for the day,
no doubt lamenting the fact that Ged Terry, a
favourite guider of hers, was not attending his
first Australian National Vintage Glider Rally in
38 years! It took a global pandemic to keep him
away.
Kookaburra GNZ was the only one of the troops
to require a relight. Owner Brian (Macca) McIntyre magnanimously reduced the wing loading
by offloading himself before GNZ launched for a
second time, this time climbing away with only
JR aboard. Weak lift was a feature of the
day, as forecast by Pete. I was to rue crossing
the Victorian border by a couple of kilometres to
a known (certain!) thermal source at low altitude
only to find that it wasn't quite as ballistic as I
have always found it in the past. Dogged perseverance and fear of the possible difficulties of
outlanding the wrong side of the border drove
me for a long, messy, drag out of a hole to
scurry obliquely into wind, back across the border, to view a place known to the local children
as "the Poo place". It is graced with the indigenous name of "Pooginagoric". The children find
it a mouthful, so they pragmatically shorten it.
You get the pronunciation right if you roughly
rhyme the unabbreviated name with "Poo-ginand-tonic". It is known for its turkey production,
I was more interested in it's thermal production
, not wanting to end up "in the poo" as it were.
Not to worry. Everybody got home The best
heights (less than 4,500'AGL) under the iron
clad inversion were found in South Australia.
Peter Raphael flew over 80 km in the little

Cherokee II in the weak, blue conditions, an
amazing effort.
Thickening cloud from the west concerned
Peter Bannister as he gave his Wednesday
weather briefing. His balloon and radiosonde
had already revealed that the wind was NNE at
21knts at 1000' backing to NNW at 29knts at
5,000'. He did not expect a usable day. His assessment was painfully accurate. By 1300hrs,
we had 8/8ths middle level cloud cover and surface wind over 20knts. The gliders did not come
out to play, but there was an alternative excursion. Some rally participants got valuable exercise with purpose by going on a radiosonde
hunt. JR, Renna, Col Collier, Peter R. & Peter
B. estimate they walked about 4 kilometres on
their mission to find two radiosondes that had
come down reasonably close on the SA side of
the border, the area pinpointed by GPS coordinates sent by the devices on descent. They
were chuffed with their fun day out and 50%
success rate.

Peter's balloon & radiosonde made a quick exit
to the other side of the border on Friday morning
(not for the first time over the last week!) The
device found very strong winds aloft, reporting
31 knots at only 2000ft rising to 54 knots by
10,000ft during ascent. It made landfall 160km
away. The tearing wind outside meant we did
not feel pressured to be elsewhere during our
scheduled Annual General Meeting for Vintage
Gliders Australia. Dates were decided for next
year's National Rally - 8th to the 15th of January
2022 - again to be hosted at Bordertown. Put
that in your diary!
The prognosis was bleak for any useful wind
abatement over the coming days except that
Peter suggested that we would have a small
window of opportunity for a safe derig in the
early hours of Saturday morning. There was a
hive of activity the next morning as gliders were
derigged. Plenty of helpful, willing hands made
it a smooth, safe process before the wind again
blew us off our feet. Our dinner that evening had
a restricted award of VGA Trophies due to the
low numbers able to attend the rally. The Chris
Wills Concours d'Elegance trophy, The Harry
Schneider trophy, the "Feathers" award and
Best Two Seater and Best Single Seater trophies were not awarded. The three awarded
were as follows:

The Golden Eagle Trophy for the best handicap distance flown by a League 2 glider at the
National Rally - Peter Raphael, Cherokee II
VH-GPR, 196 km (handicap dist. 301km)

A beautiful still morning on Thursday belied
what was to come, and, for a short time, the
modellers were in their element. Col Collier, Peter Raphael and Bob Hickman highly entertained their audience on the hill with their skilful
flying of a wide variety of models from vintage
gliders to modern electric powered racing and
home designed aerobatic models, thus continuing a highly valued part of the Bordertown experience. By 9am it was all over as the wind blew
up from the SW. By 11am the sock was straight
out and neatly between runways 17 and 31,
making the crosswind component too great on
both runways for safe launching, even if anybody had had an appetite for wrestling with the
wind.

The Renmark Trophy for the best handicap
distance flown by a League 1 glider at the National Rally - David Goldsmith, Ka6E
VH-GEA, 374 km (handicap dist. 439 km)
The Geoff Gifford Trophy for the best handicap distance flight between National Rallies in a
vintage glider - Paul Dickson, Dart 17R
VH-IZO, 323 km, Warkworth, NSW (handicap
dist. 351 km)
As Paul was unable to attend the rally,
arrangements have been made to present the
Geoff Gifford Trophy to him at the Hunter Valley
Gliding Club Easter Vintage Rally.

What can be said of
Bordertown 2021,
as seen through the eyes
of the President

Peter ready to fly his Cherokee II
Many thanks again to members of the
Bordertown/Keith Gliding Club who provided
safe, efficient winch launching, good fun launch
point repartee, a well manicured site with irrigated launch pad and nice facilities with airconditioned clubhouse. We are in debt to JB and his
helpers for ensuring we were well fed and could
enjoy eating together. Last but not least, a big
thank you to Peter Bannister who lent his professional expertise to site specific weather forecasting using real time data he collected himself
to temper the modelling used in online forecasting. We are spoiled to have our own resident
meteorologist explaining the weather for us.
Other members able to attend not mentioned
above were Ruth Patching, Gary Crowley, Leigh
Bunting (with Covid mask!), Peter Brookman
and Baylee Roberts. David & Rosie Howse had
been expected but were unable to attend due to
Rosie's Mum passing away in the days before
the rally. Kim van Wessen was also expected
but unable to come as he had an altercation with
a chainsaw up a ladder and put himself in hospital! Those present were able to sign cards
sent. Our thoughts are with them.
The COVID affected low numbers and the wind
that we experienced later in the week was not
permitted to spoil the fun. The great company of
the people who were able to come made up for
it, along with music, movies, models and a couple of days of spectacular weather.

John “JR” Marshall

File Photo

Covid played what has become the sad
but now almost normal role of stopping what we
do for fun and amusement. I did say almost!!.
We had 18 attendees plus the Bordertown Keith
Gliding Club members over the duration of the
week. So we had a week of enjoying each
other’s company, with some great days flying
thrown in as well.
The evenings were spent watching
model aircraft being flown, and when darkness
fell, we either watched movies, or satellite
spotting, and learning about constellations, the
star variety, not the aeroplane. We only had 5
vintage gliders this year, which is a bit sad, but
with border restrictions and uncertainty, I
understand.
Our resident weatherman has taken his
forecasting to another level, (It is now Five
casting) with the addition of a sonde to the daily
weather balloon. This now gives us an
extremely accurate temp.trace, wind speed and
direction forecast. After the balloon has burst,
the sonde is still transmitting data, so it is
possible to track the sonde down to a few
degrees elevation from it’s launch point. With
this information, and GPS coordinates, on a non
flying day, a few of set out to try and locate 2
that fell closest to us (within a 40 km radius), we
managed to find one but not the other, but it was
good fun trying. At the end of the flying days we
got to see just how accurate the thermal height
and strength predictions were, and it was very
impressive I must say.

We lost a few days due to unseasonably
strong winds, and a day of total fire ban, which
means we cannot use the winch, but the days
that flyable were brilliant. Those that had
oxygen onboard had climbs to 13,000 feet and
some fantastic distances flown, even Peter in
the Cherokee flew 190 plus Kms. (not saying
that he can’t do that anytime). One of the things
I find is a big plus at Bordertown area is the
almost non-existent flight restrictions, you have
the ability to fly over vast areas of country
without bumping into controlled airspace. This is
a freedom, I for one really enjoy.
The evening meals consisted of the usual
baked beans on toast which had to be dished
up and served to those who chose to stay and
eat, as the covid rules regarding food prohibits
the use of smorgasbord style help yourself
meals. (Hands up if you got a dry over cooked
turkey schnitzel at the gliding club). No way, the
beans were always cooked to perfection!! I
don’t think those that were at Bordertown this
year were disappointed with the week. Maybe
for next year we will see if we can get a towplane
for launching on fire ban days. So the 8th to the
15th of January 2022 is set for the next National
Rally at Bordertown, let us hope that all in the
world will be better, and more of us can enjoy
the majesty of what we do………..JR

Would a rally be boring
if all you did was fly?
Ruth Patching
Some of us Victorians arrived at the rally
on Wednesday. Apparently there had been
some good flying before we arrived. Isn’t that
always the way??? Apparently we brought the
wind with us; very strong wind; which got
stronger the longer we stayed.
I dispute where the fault for the wind lies.
We drove into wind to arrive. So I reckon the
‘Westerners’ might have been trying to keep us
on the Victorian side of the border, along with
Covid 19. Anyway, with no flying possible we did
what all grounded pilots do – shoot the breeze.
In fact, there was so much hot air that Peter’s
SONDS* rose to amazing heights!

But there are only so many tall tales, and
truthful ones, that you can tell before needing a
break. And our trusty VGA President was on
hand to provide the diversion we needed. This
man of many talents teamed up with one of our
newer members to add a musical interlude to
our endless storytelling. A bit of electric guitar
and keyboards brought a welcome new
dimension to our gathering. There’s nothing so
good as a bit of music to lift our spirits,
especially when there’s no lift to raise our
gliders. And, by the way JR and Jeff, now that
you have exposed your talents, we’re hoping for
more at the next rally.
So, is a rally boring if all you do is fly?
Probably not, but it’s even better when there’s
music as well. Thanks JR and Jeff.
*SOND: an ingenious device that our resident
weatherman, Peter Bannister, has adapted to
gauge adiabatic lapse rate etc.

Vintage Gliders Australia
Minutes of 2021 AGM,
Bordertown/Keith Gliding Clubhouse
Jan 15, 2021
Meeting opened 1022
Apologies from Alan Patching, Ged Terry, Sylvia Sharman, David and Rosie Howse, Kim
Van Wessem, Peter Champness, Rob and Andrew Benton, Kevin Barnes, John Ingram, Paul
Garrahy, Erik Sherwin and George Buzuleac
were received and accepted.

Minutes of 2020 AGM presented and accepted. Moved Bob Hickman, 2 Peter Raphael. Carried unanimously.
nd

Business arising from the minutes:
JR Marshall reported that the hot water system
in the Bordertown/Keith clubhouse had been
upgraded. Jenny Goldsmith commented that
the hot water supply in the women’s bathroom
was much improved.
JR proposed that $750 be donated to the
BT/Keith GC to help pay for the hot water upgrade. 2 Ruth Patching. The motion was carried without dissent.
nd

Correspondence: Bob Hickman reported
that, other than clarification of the 2021 Rally
dates and apologies for the AGM, there had
been no other correspondence.
President’s Report presented by JR Marshall.
Received by acclaim
Treasurer/Membership Registrar Report,
outlining a healthy financial position for VGA,
presented by Ruth Patching. Acceptance
moved by Bob Hickman and 2 by Leigh Bunting. Carried unanimously.
nd

Newsletter Editor’s Report: David Goldsmith
reported that, in spite of Covid-19, there had
been 2 issues and one update published. His
report was received by acclaim. Dave also requested more material for further editions.
Election of 2021 Office Bearers:

January 8 – 16, 2022 at Bordertown. The
motion was carried without dissent.
JR Marshall undertook to speak with the
BT/Keith GC committee about their ongoing
support for the Rally. He also suggested that
the committee investigate possible alternate
venues to consider for the 2023 Rally and undertook to initiate negotiations on a possible alternatives.
GENERAL BUSINESS
David Goldsmith reported upon his efforts to
get Australian gliders included in the OLC. Bob
Hickman undertook to attempt to have the ES60 Boomerang included.
David Goldsmith reported that the Max Head
Trophy is now being awarded to the best vintage glider flight undertaken from a VSA airfield. The 2020 award went to Jenne Goldsmith
for a flight of 269.12 Km from Horsham in her
Ka 6e.
Members discussed various ways of promoting
the 2022 and subsequent National Rallies.
Mike Renehan proposed that VGA members
be given a subsidy for towing a vintage glider
for greater than 600 Km to attend the 2022 National Rally. 2 Jenne Goldsmith. The motion
was carried unanimously.
nd

Leigh Bunting proposed that, subject to sufficient participant interest, VGA seek to provide
aero-towing at the 2022 Rally and subsidise
the ferry cost of the tug. 2 Mike Renehan. The
motion was carried without dissent.
nd

Only one nomination was received for each position.
President: JR Marshal elected unopposed
Treasurer/Membership Registrar: Ruth Patching elected unopposed
Secretary: Bob Hickman elected unopposed
Newsletter editor: David Goldsmith elected unopposed
Webmaster: Peter Raphael elected unopposed
Place and Date of the 2022 VGA National
Rally
It was proposed by JR Marshall, 2 Bob Hickman, that subject to the agreement of the
BT/Keith GC, the next National Rally be held

Ruth Patching proposed that a PR/Communications position be created in VGA. 2 JR. Proposal carried without dissent.
nd

Peter Raphael proposed that a VGA Facebook
page be established. 2 Bob Hickman. The
proposal was carried unanimously and Peter
undertook to do this.
nd

Bob Hickman undertook to contact Hunter Valley and the Australian Gliding Museum to determine if they need any support (financial or
otherwise) for their proposed vintage glider rallies.
Meeting closed 1153

nd

Bob Hickman, Secretary

Coming events:-

Hunter Valley Gliding Club
Easter Vintage Rally 1-11 April 2021
Aerotow launches will be provided by the
club’s vintage Pawnee (min airspeed 60kts)
from Friday 2nd to Sunday the 11th of April.
A second Tug will be available if required.
A modern club house and amenities block are
available for use by all guests along with
limited bunkhouse accommodation. There is
plenty of space for camping on site, or hotels
and guesthouses in the nearby towns of
Singleton and Broke. Evening meals will be
available at modest cost on Easter Friday,
Saturday & Sunday.
Bring your own aircraft, Warkworth’s club twoseater fleet will also be available, or just come
along for the social atmosphere.

Rob Benton in the Beaufort Gliding Club
Zephyrus, hopefully to fly at the
Bacchus Marsh Rally!

VGA Rally Bacchus Marsh
Planning continues for the Vintage Gliders
Australia Rally at Bacchus Marsh over the
Labour Day long weekend from
6th to 8th March, 2021.
Vintage gliders welcome!
If able to attend please advise
Dave Goldsmith on 0428 450 475
As usual, arrangements are subject to
complying with Covid rules at the time.
Please note that the Australian Gliding
Museum AGM, Open Day and Barbeque has
been postponed to 28th March 2021 due to
compliance requirements.

Due to COVID requirements, registration is
essential, numbers may be limited. If
Government health advice changes, the
Hunter Valley Gliding Club may have to cancel
the event at short notice.
For more information contact:
Rob Moffat, 0418 183 563,
robsmoffat@hot mail.com
Paul Dickson, 0438 242 556,
pwdickson@gmail.com
Please visit the club web site to register:
www.hvgc.com.au
2021
The sun sets on Bordertown for another year!

